**SHIMRIN FACTORY PACKS**

**BC | LUMINOUS METALLIC BASECOAT**
Shimmrin Metallic Color Bases (BC & C2C-BC) are universal basecoats in a simple Factory Pack system that may be cleared for a final finish, or used as a base for Kandys. The “C2C” version is Coast-2-Coast compliant, meeting all Low VOC regulatory limits, in a solvent-based system.

**PRODUCT INFO**
- **MIX RATIO:** 2:1
- **SIZE AVAILABLE:** Quart
- **FLASH TIME:** 30 min to 4 hours at 70°F (21°C) before topcoating with House of Kolor Klear.
- **RU REDUCERS:** RU300 / RU301 / RU310 / RU311 / RU312 / RU313

**NATIONAL RULE COMPLIANT DESIGNER PEARL OPTIONS**
- BC04 STRATTO BLUE
- BC05 LIPS BLUE
- BC07 GAMMA GOLD
- BC08 NOVA ORANGE
- BC09 PLANET GREEN
- BC10 RINO PURPLE
- BC11 CINDER RED
- BC12 JEWEL GOLD
- BC13 METOR MONOCHROME

**RU REDUCERS**
RU300 / RU310 / RU311 / RU312 / RU313

**PBC | DESIGNER PEARL FACTORY PACK**
Shimmrin Designer Pearls (PBC & C2C-PBC) are universal basecoats in a simple Factory Pack system that may be cleared for a final finish, or used as a base for Kandys or other Pearls. The “C2C” version is Coast-2-Coast compliant, meeting all Low VOC regulatory limits, in a solvent-based system.

**PRODUCT INFO**
- **MIX RATIO:** 2:1
- **SIZE AVAILABLE:** Quart
- **FLASH TIME:** 30 min to 4 hours at 70°F (21°C) before topcoating with House of Kolor Klear.
- **RU REDUCERS:** RU300 / RU310 / RU311 / RU312 / RU313

**COAST-2-COAST COMPLIANT DESIGNER PEARL OPTIONS**
- C2C-BC01 SOLAR GOLD
- C2C-BC01 GALAXY GREY

**RU REDUCERS**
RU300 / RU310 / RU311 / RU312 / RU313

**NATIONAL RULE COMPLIANT DESIGNER PEARL OPTIONS**
- PBC01 SUMMER
- PBC05 PINK
- PBC07 MAURICE BLUE
- PBC08 UNICORN
- PBC09 HOT PINK
- PBC08 VIOLET
- PBC02 PLATINUM
- PBC03 BLACK
- PBC04 SNOWWHITE
- PBC07 SURLINE
- PBC08 DIAMONDMAROON
- PBC09 ULTRA ORANGE
- PBC02 PASSION
- PBC03 BITTER SWEET II
- PBC04 BLACK SPARKLE

**MBC | METAJULS FACTORY PACK**
Metajuls are an excellent choice for any Kandy finishes. The two MBC in the House of Kolor line help you to make Kandy’s with exceptional sparkle in the sunlight. This product is for use in US National rule areas only.

**PRODUCT INFO**
- **MIX RATIO:** 2:1
- **SIZE AVAILABLE:** Quart
- **FLASH TIME:**
  - At 75°F, allow to flash 15 minutes or until dull between each coat.
  - At 75°F, allow to flash 1 hour before sanding.
  - At 75°F, allow to flash 30 - 60 minutes, but no longer than 4 hours before topcoating.
- **RU REDUCERS:** RU310 / RU311 / RU312 / RU313
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** SPECIALTY PRODUCTS **

** MB | MARBLIZER **

Marblizer Artistic Bases offer you an exciting marble-like effect. A wide range of effects can be achieved using this unique coating such as deep marble, snakeskin, or wood grain. Use two colors for increased depth or apply Kandy Koncentrates (KK) for desired effects. This product is for use in US National rule areas only.

** PRODUCT INFO **
- **MIX RATIO:** READY TO SPRAY
- **SIZE AVAILABLE:** Quart
- **FLASH TIME:** 15 min between coats.
- **PRODUCT INFO**
  - Mix 2 parts MB00 Neutral Marblizer and 1 part MB01 Silver White Marblizer.
  - Mix ratios may vary.

** MB MARBLIZER OPTIONS **
- KK00 SHELL WHITE MARBLIZER

** TIPS AND TRICKS **
- **Marblizer bases may be Kandied with either:**
  - UK Kandy or Kandy Basecoat.
  - Create a custom Marblizer effect by adding any dry pearl or flake. Mix one ounce of effect per quart of MB00 Neutral Marblizer and spray.
- **Other materials may be used to achieve various effects, such as freezer wrap, bubble pack, sponge, tin foil, newspaper, plastic car covers, plastic garbage bags, etc.**
- For additional depth, try another Marblizer color over the first.
- **1-2 medium coats of C2C-SG100 must be applied over marblizer after 30 minutes of dry time, to prevent delamination of top coats.**
- **Marblizer must be topcoat with C2C-SG100 / C2C-SG150 prior to topcoat.**

** NE | NEON **

Neons are designed for high visual impact for racecars, boats, cycles, etc., where colorfastness is not the priority. These colors have limited colorfastness in the sun and will fade with prolonged sun exposure. Neons are not recommended for overall jobs where a long color life is a requirement. This product is for use in US National rule areas only.

** PRODUCT INFO **
- **MIX RATIO:** 1:2
- **FLASH TIME:** 30 min at 70°F (21°C)
- **PRODUCT INFO**
  - Note: Shop conditions can vary flash time.

** NEON OPTIONS **
- NE105 PEARL RED
- NE106 PEARL ORANGE
- NE107 PEARL YELLOW
- NE108 PEARL GREEN
- NE109 PEARL BLUE
- NE110 PEARL TURQUOISE
- NE111 PEARL LAVENDER

** NATIONAL RULE COMPLIANT GRAPHIC KOLOR OPTIONS **
- SG001 LEMON YELLOW
- SG002 CHROME YELLOW
- SG003 LAVENDARY ORANGE
- SG004 CHROMED RED
- SG005 MULTITE MAROON
- SG006 ORANGE-BROWN
- SG007 GREEN YELLOW
- SG008 CHROME ROYAL

** STRIPING KOLOR OPTIONS **
- DP01 BLACK
- DP02 WHITE
- DP03 ROYAL RED
- DP04 ROYAL BLUE
- DP05 ORCHID
- DP06 ORCHID BLUE
- DP07 TURQUOISE
- DP08 TURQUOISE BLUE
- DP09 FAN
- DP10 PEARL RED
- DP11 PEARL GREEN
- DP12 PEARL TURQUOISE
- DP13 PEARL ORANGE
- DP14 DEEP ORANGE
- DP15 DEEP ORANGE BLUE
- DP16 LIGHT BLUE
- DP17 LIGHT GREEN
- DP18 LIGHT VIOLET
- DP19 LIGHT ROYAL BLUE
- DP20 LIGHT ROYAL GREEN
- DP21 LIGHT TURQUOISE
- DP22 LIGHT TURQUOISE BLUE
- DP23 LIGHT PEARL RED
- DP24 LIGHT PEARL GREEN
- DP25 LIGHT ORCHID
- DP26 LIGHT ORCHID BLUE
- DP27 LIGHT ROYAL RED
- DP28 LIGHT ROYAL ORANGE
- DP29 LIGHT ROYAL ORANGE BLUE
- DP30 LIGHT ORCHID
- DP31 LIGHT PEARL RED
- DP32 LIGHT PEARL GREEN
- DP33 LIGHT ORCHID
- DP34 LIGHT ORCHID BLUE
- DP35 LIGHT ROYAL RED
- DP36 LIGHT ROYAL ORANGE
- DP37 LIGHT ROYAL ORANGE BLUE
- DP38 LIGHT ORCHID
- DP39 LIGHT PEARL RED
- DP40 LIGHT PEARL GREEN
- DP41 LIGHT ORCHID
- DP42 LIGHT ORCHID BLUE

** PRODUCT INFO **
- **SIZES AVAILABLE:** 4 Ounces
- **FLASH TIME:** 5 - 10 min at 70°F (21°C)
- **PRODUCT INFO**
  - Note: Shop conditions can vary flash time.

** DP | DRY PEARL **

DP Series pearls can be mixed with all House of Kolor products such as; C2C-SG100 Intercoat, S2-00 Trans Neuble and House of Kolor basecoats.

** PRODUCT INFO **
- **SIZES AVAILABLE:** 2 Ounces

** DRY PEARL OPTIONS **
- DP01 PASSION<br>DP02 GLIND GOLD<br>DP03 OCTOPUS RED<br>DP04 LAZULI BLUE<br>DP05 EGYPTIAN GOLD<br>DP06 ALABASTER WHITE<br>DP07 DEEP ORANGE II<br>DP08 DEEP ORANGE III<br>DP09 DEEP ORANGE IV<br>DP10 DEEP ORANGE V

** FLAKES **

Flakes are another creative tool for the Kustom painter, and offered in different grain sizes.

** PRODUCT INFO **
- **SIZES AVAILABLE:** 3 Ounces / 6 Ounces

** FLAKE AMOUNT NEEDED PER SPRAYABLE MIXED QUART **

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FLAKE SIZE</th>
<th>FLAKE AMOUNT NEEDED PER SPRAYABLE MIXED QUART</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3 Ounces</td>
<td>1/4 oz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 Ounces</td>
<td>1/2 oz</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

** KLG | KOSMOS LONG LGO **

The Kosmos Long Lgo has demonstrated better light-fastness when applied over a white base. We recommend using Kosmos Long Lgo with discretion—even though the color may change with time and exposure, the glow-in-the-dark feature remains for a long time. This product appears milky white during daylight and only shows the glo color at night.

** PRODUCT INFO **
- **SIZES AVAILABLE:** 4 Ounces

** KOSMOS LONG LGO OPTIONS **
- KLG100 GREEN
- KLG101 BLUE

** FI | FLAKES **

Various types of flakes are used in the Kustom industry. They are available in different sizes and can be mixed with basecoats, clearcoats, and other materials to create unique effects.

** PRODUCT INFO **
- **SIZES AVAILABLE:** 2 Ounces

** FLAKES **

- DP01 PASSION<br>DP02 GLIND GOLD<br>DP03 OCTOPUS RED<br>DP04 LAZULI BLUE<br>DP05 EGYPTIAN GOLD<br>DP06 ALABASTER WHITE<br>DP07 DEEP ORANGE II<br>DP08 DEEP ORANGE III<br>DP09 DEEP ORANGE IV<br>DP10 DEEP ORANGE V

** IP | ICE PEARL **

IP Series pearls can be mixed with all House of Kolor products such as; C2C-SG100 Intercoat, S2-00 Trans Neuble and House of Kolor basecoats.

** PRODUCT INFO **
- **SIZES AVAILABLE:** 2 Ounces

** ICE PEARL **

- IP001 ICE GOLD II<br>IP004 ICE VIOLET II<br>IP005 ICE BLUE<br>IP006 ICE GREEN<br>IP007 ICE TURQUOISE II

** GRAPHIC KOLOR OPTIONS **

- SG010 PEARL RED<br>SG011 PEARL GREEN<br>SG012 PEARL BLUE<br>SG013 PEARL ORANGE

** NATIONAL RULE COMPLIANT GRAPHIC KOLOR OPTIONS **

- SG000 LEMON YELLOW<br>SG001 CHROME YELLOW<br>SG002 LAVENDARY ORANGE<br>SG003 CHROMED RED<br>SG004 MULTITE MAROON<br>SG005 ORANGE-BROWN<br>SG006 GREEN<br>SG007 ROYAL RED

** STRIPING KOLOR OPTIONS **

- DP01 BLACK<br>DP02 WHITE<br>DP03 ROYAL RED<br>DP04 ROYAL BLUE<br>DP05 ORCHID<br>DP06 ORCHID BLUE<br>DP07 TURQUOISE<br>DP08 TURQUOISE BLUE

** DRY PEARL OPTIONS **

- DP01 PASSION
- DP02 GLIND GOLD
- DP03 OCTOPUS RED
- DP04 LAZULI BLUE
- DP05 EGYPTIAN GOLD
- DP06 ALABASTER WHITE
- DP07 DEEP ORANGE II
- DP08 DEEP ORANGE III
- DP09 DEEP ORANGE IV
- DP10 DEEP ORANGE V